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MCTA has summer meeting at Cawley’s Farm
New officers elected
as 65 attend gathering
By CAROL KINSLEY
AFP Correspondent

DENTON, Md. — Despite intermittent downpours on June 26, Charles
Cawley welcomed members of the
Maryland Christmas Tree Association
to his tree farm for the organization’s
summer meeting.
After a description of his operation
and a warning not to throw the tennis ball for his dog, “Snookums,” or
you’d be doing it the rest of the day,
Cawley turned the meeting over to
Gary Thomas, MCTA president, for
a brief business meeting. Cawley told
the assembly of some 65 people one of
his biggest mistakes was not attending
meetings such as this before he started
in the business.
Thomas agreed, saying, “It’s a tough
industry to get into.”
He added that he started work this
spring with five high-school students
and two quit within eight hours. “Now
I’m down to one person willing to do
the work.”
Officers were elected: Mehrl Mayne,
president; Charles Cawley, vice president; Jim Waller, secretary; and Joncie
Underwood, treasurer.
Gary Westlake, Eastern region
director for the Christmas Tree Promotion Board, acknowledged that finding
help is a common problem for growers
on the Eastern Coast. “No one wants
to work,” he said.

Cyndi Knudson, director of research at the Christmas Tree Promotion Board, spoke at the summer meeting of Maryland Christmas Tree Association 26 at Charles Cawley’s farm on June 26 in Denton, Md.
Photo by Carol Kinsley

Other problems are an aging industry and declining membership in state
associations. “We’re see a lot of state
association consolidation,” Westlake
noted.
For example, Oregon and Washing-

ton recently combined into the “Pacific
Northwest.”
The Great Lakes Christmas Tree
Journal, which covers a wide variety of
regions, has replaced many individual
state publications. Fifteen to 20 states

rely on it, Westlake said.
Active for 65 years, CTPB is a
national promotion and research orgaSee MEETING
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Compost improves apple
orchard sustainability
Peck: Bacteria ‘recycle nutrients, promote plant
growth and even alter plant metabolisms’

Apple trees in commercial orchards are grafted plants. The above-ground portion
of the desired apple tree is attached to a healthy root system. Above, researcher
Greg Peck harvests apple roots.
Photo courtesy Greg Peck

ITHACA, N.Y. — As the saying
goes, an apple a day keeps the doctor
away. But what’s the key to growing a
quality apple?
Apple trees need access to important nutrients, which come from the soil.
However, soil is quite different from
orchard to orchard.
Gregory Peck studies how sustainable orchard practices can improve
the availability of nutrients. The research was recently shared in Soil
Science Society of America Journal, a
publication of the Soil Science Society
of America.
Farmers are becoming more aware
of the environmental impacts of dif-

ferent orchard management practices.
“Apple growers are interested in
developing more sustainable nutrient
management plans,” explains Peck.
“They are asking for more information to improve the soil health on their
farms.”
A healthy soil depends on many
factors. One of those factors is the
microbial community living in the soil.
The community is made up of bacteria,
nematodes, and fungi. Some of these
microbes convert nutrients in the soil
into forms that apple trees can use.
See COMPOST
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Va. Christmas tree growers planning to meet in August
members in announcing the return
of their annual meeting. “We have
planned a good program, social activities and a farm tour.”
The convention is headquartered at
the Best Western Plus here in Waynesboro. The farm tour on Saturday is of
JES Trees in Montebello.
The first day of the convention will
be devoted to board activities and vendor set-up.
Friday, Aug. 13, the main program
will begin at 8:30 a.m. with registration
and a variety of informational presen-

By JANE W. GRAHAM
AFP Correspondent

WAYNESBORO, Va. — The Virginia Christmas Tree Growers Association is coming to town Aug. 12, 13
and 14 for its annual meeting. This will
be the first time in nearly two years that
tree growers will have a chance to be
together due to COVID-19.
“We have missed being able to see
each other and talk trees and all that
goes with producing and marketing
our products,” association leaders told

tations.
The first at 10:15 am., will feature
a VCTGA expert panel consisting of
John Houston, Greg Miller and Dave
Thomas discussing Christmas Tree
Plantation Establishment.
This will be followed by Stacy Mullen and Daryl Clay of TIMAC AGRO
talking about Tree Nutrition-Applied
Research and Amendment Applications.
Following Lunch Rob Goodling
of Penn State will present a virtual
program on “How to set up Fa arm

Meeting ...
Continued from Front Page

nization funded by North American
Christmas tree growers and governed
by the USDA. Westlake said, “We
share the reality that tree growing is a
year-round task, not something accomplished in six weeks.”
One of the biggest pushes by CTPB
in the last year is the online Retail
Locator at https://itschristmaskeepitreal.com/find-a-retailer/. Westlake said,
“We took the best we’ve seen from other retail locators and made our own. It
is absolutely free to anyone who grows
Christmas trees.”
Last year was the first year for the
website and one complaint was the
number of big box stores included.
Westlake explained CTPB is required
by law to open the site to anyone who
sells Christmas trees. “The idea is to
promote live trees,” he said. “The big
box stores have employees to sign up.
It’s a slower process for a small operation.”
By clicking the bar next to zip code,
you can refine your search by type of
operation.
Retailers need to sign up every
year. They are asked to provide contact
information, dates of first and last sale
days, hours and social media links and
to specify tree species available.
Under “Tree Guide,” the site also
has photos and descriptions of 20 varieties of trees. Growers may download
these for their own website or literature
without asking, free of charge.

“We share the reality that tree growing is a year-round task, not something
accomplished in six weeks,” said Gary Westlake, Eastern region director for the
Christmas Tree Promotion Board.
Photo by Carol Kinsley

Growers are asked not to use the
words “artificial,” “fake” or “shortage.”
Rather, they might admit real trees are
in “tight supply,” which they have been
since about 2015 due to smaller planting levels after an oversupply situation
in the 1990s.
It takes seven to 10 years on average
to grow from seedlings to harvestable
trees.
Research is the other function of
the CTPB. “We are always looking for

Missed Open
Enrollment?
Not a problem!
FarmBureauHealthCare.com enables
members to ﬁnd healthcare coverage with
WOW customer service and REAL savings,
365 days a year!

Open the camera on your phone and
point it at the QR Code to the left. Then,
tap the corresponding link to visit our
website and schedule a call!

An exclusive member beneﬁt provided
by Maryland Farm Bureau
Visit HTTPS://FARMBUREAUHEALTHCARE.COM today!

research ideas,” Westlake said.
Cyndi Knudson is CTPB’s director
of research. Ongoing research includes
studying many different species, researching needle retention and cloning
trees for seed orchards. One newer
tree, the Trojan Horse Fir or simply
Trojan fir (Abies nordmanniana subsp.
equi-trojani), is closely related to Turkish fir and Nordmann fir. It is native to
Turkey. The country of Georgia, just to
the north of Turkey, experienced great
cone/seed production this year. The
CTPB will distribute seed for trials in
20 states. Transplants will be available
in the near future, Knudson said.
Pesticide update
Chuck Schuster, recently retired
from University of Maryland Extension
but still active in the horticulture community, offered an update on pesticide
requirements. Before he began speaking, he was made an honorary lifetime
member of the MCTA.
During the pandemic, Schuster
said, many staff members at Maryland
Department of Agriculture worked
from their homes. “Any time they
were called, they responded,” he added. He warned that inspections were
to return to pre-pandemic levels on
July 1. “Keep your records up to date.
Get your licenses and tags up to date.

Business with QuickBooks.”
“Marketing Our Products” is the
topic for the experts during the next
hour.
A business meeting is set for 4 p.m.
A social hour and awards dinner will
follow.
Saturday will be a day of learning as
the group travels to JES trees for a farm
tour and discussion of shearing, ground
cover management, fertilization and
See MEET
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Professional licenses expired Dec. 30,
2020; the grace period was until June
1. Late fees will be assessed beginning
Aug. 1.”
Continuing education requirements
have not been removed or reduced,
Schuster said, although the restriction
to one online class per three-year cycle
has been waived for the foreseeable
future.
To ascertain that you get credits
for continuing ed programs, you need
your licenses and certification number.
“Businesses are licensed; people are
certified,” Schuster said.
For renewals online, you need a “secret code” which was sent via postcard
in December 2020 and also via email.
If you don’t have it, you can call MDA.
You can get continuing education
credit for filling out a Pesticide Use
Survey. This information “helps in
fights in Annapolis,” Schuster said.
“We need the data so we can see what is
being used. Names are protected. They
only want the raw numbers.” The form
is complicated, but you can call MDA
to get help filling it out.
Schuster noted a bill was introduced
into Maryland General Assembly that
would have prohibited use of glyphosate after Oct. 1, 2022.
The bill was tabled for summer
study.
“If they take this away, what’s
next?” he wondered aloud. “What will
we fall back on?”
There are new regulations pertaining to the Pesticide Applicator’s Law,
available through the MDA website.
Schuster reminded the audience that
private pesticide applicators are only
allowed to make applications on property they own or rent. According to
forthcoming federal changes, application age will be raised to 18. All commercial use of restricted use pesticides
(RUP) will no longer be allowed to be
applied by employees working under
the supervision of a licensed applicator.
Use and sale of Carbofuran (Furadan) is illegal. Call MDA if you have
any to be disposed of.
Complaints at MDA are up because
people are seeing more because they’re
home more. Schuster observed. “If
asked what you’re applying, think carefully and be willing to talk. Don’t say
‘None of your business’! If you have a
problem, notify MDA so they can be
prepared.
“MDA is a team player. They want
to be part of the team. They are not out
to get you.”
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Md. growers updated on Spotted Lanternfly pests
By CAROL KINSLEY
AFP Correspondent

Entomologist Aaron Shurtleff, who works in the Plant Protection and Weed Management section at Maryland Department of
Agriculture, gave an update on spotted lanternfly to Maryland Christmas tree growers at their summer meeting at the Cawley
farm in Denton, Md.
Photo by Carol Kinsley

Timac uses marine-based
products for ag purposes
By CAROL KINSLEY
AFP Correspondent

DENTON, Md. — Aaron Stacey
Mullen, owner of The Berry Farm &
Orchard in Kutztown, Pa., and orchard
and specialty crop representative for
Timac Agro USA, was scheduled
to speak at the Maryland Christmas
Tree Association’s summer meeting
at the end of June, but due to a family
emergency provided her presentation,
“Growing a Better Tree,” electronically.
Timac takes a comprehensive approach to plant nutrition with a focus
on every stage of growth, Mullen said.
The company’s products, which
it manufactures in-house, are unique
in that virtually all of them contain
plant and seaweed extract formulas
developed through 60 years of global
research and development.
With U.S. headquarters in Reading,
Pa., Timac began helping U.S. farmers
15 years ago as “the biggest company
no one ever heard of,” Mullen said. Its
marine-based products are now sold
in 27 states.
“Farmers have been using sea plants
for a long time,” Mullen said. “There’s
something in coral that makes sea
plants grow.” The English Channel is
one of six places where Timac can harvest seaweed. “It’s good for all crops,
all plants, all soils,” she asserted.
“We start with a soil test to make

sure pH and nutrients are at optimum
levels,” she continued. Christmas trees
are picky about pH. Some like 5.5;
some 6.5. Soil pH affects the availability of plant nutrients.
Macronutrients such as nitrogen,
phosphorous and potassium are needed
in large amounts, but Mullen warned
that typical 20-10-10 fertilizer acidifies
the soil.
Calcium is important for needle retention, tree vigor and growth of young
roots in Christmas trees. Many species
of conifers suffer from poor calcium
nutrition.
A lot of people forget micronutrients
such as boron, copper, iron, manganese
and zinc. Timac products are blended
to contain micronutrients within their
fertilizers.
NutriBalance is a pH neutral fertilizer which contains the above micronutrients as well as Humiflore technology
for improved soil health.
Mullen explained that Humiflore is
a soil conditioner that increases microbial activity and improves breakdown
of compost, manure and/or stubble into
plant-available nutrients.
It contains calcimer, which is
dredged off the bottom of the sea floor,
heated, stirred and shaken into powder.
Mullen showed photographs from
See TIMAC
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DENTON, Md. — Aaron Shurtleff
of Maryland Department of Agriculture told Christmas tree growers gathered for their annual summer meeting
that the Spotted Lanternfly, Lycorma
delicatula, was shipped into Maryland
on pre-cut Christmas trees from out of
the state.
SLF is not just a problem for Christmas tree growers, he said. SLF is a
planthopper in the family Hemiplera
Fulgoridae. It is native to China, India
and Vietnam. It feeds on about 56 different plant species in North America.
The insect pest may have come into
United States on stone imported from
China to Pennsylvania, where it was
first found in 2014.
Despite a quarantine in several
counties in Pennsylvania, SLF has been
found in several other states, including
Delaware, New Jersey, New York, Virginia and Maryland, where it was found
in 2018 in Cecil County.
Since then, SLF has been confirmed
in Harford and Washington counties
and small populations were found this
year in Kent and Baltimore counties.
Confirmed sightings have been
reported in all northern counties from
See SLF
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Modern Cover Crop Program
What can TerraLife® do for your operation?

•

Mixed rooting structures, restructure the soil at all levels
through the profile, alleviating compaction.
Produces a greater amount of various root exudates for
enhanced microbial activity and humus
production.
Mobilizes nutrients, supplies nutrients to other plants in
the mixture and following crop.
Increases biodiversity.

•

Reduces nutrient losses via soil erosion or leaching.

•

Suppresses weeds & Enhances the landscape with flowers.

•

•

•

Highlighted Mixture

BetaMaxx

The cover crop mix for vegetable
and sugar beet cultivation.
BetaMaxx improves soil structure
and fixes nitrogen, creating an
ideal seed bed. Species blend
reduces risk of disease vectors as
cruciferous plants are excluded.

Contact us about the best Terra Life®
options for you!
Available Exclusively @ King’s AgriSeeds, Inc

kingsagriseeds.com

(717) 687-6224
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Fighting social media fatigue
It happens to all of us: We hit
a wall and we get tired of posting,
interacting, and checking our social
media channels.
Maybe it is temporary, while we
are busy with planting season or
bringing in the harvest.
Maybe it was a chore you always
dreaded and social media was just
never your thing.
A study in ScienceDaily explains: “Social media fatigue is
defined as a user’s tendency to back

GREEN
MARKETING
By KATHY JENTZ
away from social media participation
when s/he becomes overwhelmed

with information.”
The fact is that you cannot afford
to burnout on social media.
Your green business marketing
relies on building a brand, client acquisition, and maintaining customer
relationships.
Social media needs to be consistent in postings and quick to respond
to customer interactions — or it dies.
No one wants to interact with an
account that hasn’t been updated
in weeks or never answers basic

questions.
How can you avoid succumbing
to social media fatigue?
First, narrow down your activity
to the two social media platforms
that give you the greatest responses
and that you feel comfortable interacting on.
These could be Instagram and
LinkedIn or Youtube and Facebook.

It also is frequently seen on Chinese hollies and camellia, as well as
at times infecting beautyberry, English ivy,
euonymous,
hydrangea,
maple, mulberry, and sweetbox (Sarcocca).
Your infestation has
been present
Cottony camellia scale
for quite some
time, and has spread to affect almost
all of the old growth.
The “grayish” foliage you first no-

ticed is actually sooty mold, caused
by the sap feeding scale insects
secreting excess sap in the form of
honeydew, a sticky liquid byproduct
of feeding.
Sooty mold is a secondary black
fungus that grows on top of the honeydew. While not a problem in itself,
sooty mold can block photosynthesis,
thereby reducing the vigor of the
plant.
The scale itself are about an
eighth-inch long, creamy tan to dark
brown, elongate, and relatively flat.

See JENTZ
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Infestation probably from Cottony Camelia Scale

(Editor’s note: Deborah Smith
Fiola operates Landscape IPM Enterprises in Frederick, Md.)
Q. I have a number of stock plants
of mature rhododendrons (for propagation). They are on the southeast
side of a wooded area, so get some
late-afternoon shade. I’ve pruned
out a number of dead branches over
some time, but this year it seems
worse. Dead branches seem to cover
about 30-50 percent of many plants.
After I prune the dead wood out the
branches continue to die here and
there. What is this? (S.G., Delaware.)

HORTICULTURAL
Q&A
By DEBORAH SMITH FIOLA
A. From the you photo attached
(right), it appears you have a large infestation of Cottony Camellia Scale
(Pulvinaria floccifera), a soft scale.
(It is also called Cottony Taxus scale,
since it also commonly attacks yew.
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* Our Landscape Distribution Center has an
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Available for Pickup or Delivery
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* Potted Liners
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Distribution Center Availability is updated several times daily
and available on your mobile phones at www.manorview.com

Compost ...
Continued from Front Page

In the soil, microbes and plant roots
interact in beneficial partnerships.
Plants, like apple trees, release fluids
from their roots into the soil. These
fluids serve as a food source for the
microbial community. In return, the
microbes can help the apple trees.
“Bacteria serve many functions
in an apple orchard soil,” says Peck.
“They recycle nutrients, promote plant
growth, and even alter plant metabolisms.”
In this study, the team applied composts - such as chicken litter and yard
waste - to apple orchards.
Researchers found that adding compost increased the number of soil bacteria associated with recycling nutrients.
The compost provides additional food
for the bacteria to help them thrive.
This larger microbial community
means more nutrients are available to
the apple trees.
By applying compost, farmers could

Timac ...
Continued from Page 3

15601 Manor Rd, Monkton, MD 21111
410-771-4700 fax 410-771-8246 sales@manorview.com

www.manorview.com

trials on farms including Fair Chance
Farm and Waller Tree Farm in Baltimore County where a Timac product
called Fertiactyl GZ was used as a soak
or dip at planting and, on older trees, as
a foliar application.

See FIOLA
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reduce the amount of fertilizer needed
to provide nutrients for apple trees.
This could help their pocketbooks and
the environment.
Some fertilizers come from non-renewable sources. Adding in compost
to a farm’s nutrient management plan
reduces the dependence on those
sources. It also provides a sustainable
use for materials otherwise considered
to be waste.
On a practical level, this research
shows that farmers can successfully
integrate compost with quicker release
fertilizer sources.
“Although sustainable apple production is not defined by a single practice,
we think this research contributes to
the long-term goal of increasing farm
sustainability,” says Peck.
In the future, the team hopes to
replicate this study in different regions
with different soil characteristics. They
would also like to take a deeper look
into the roles of fungi in the microbial
community of orchard soils.
“We can produce great apples, and
apple orchard farmers can supply a
huge population with delicious, nutritious food,” Peck adds.
Researchers found the treated trees
grew faster and had increased tree
height, caliper and root system.
“With GZ, you get increased growth
and a sooner return on your investment,” she said. “We will follow the
trees at Fair Chance Farm to harvest. I
can’t wait to see the results!”
For more information on Timac
products, visit https://us.timacagro.
com.
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Fiola ...
Continued from Page 4

Adult females overwinter on
twigs or leaves and lay eggs in mid
to late spring (April-May) on the
undersides of the foliage.
The eggs are laid in an elongated
ovisac beneath behind their scale
cover.
The ovisacs are two-to-three
times longer than the mother scale,
and contain several hundred eggs.
The ovisacs are a quarter- to a
half-inch long, white and fluffy —
obvious IF noticed under the leaves.
Cottony camellia scale eggs hatch
in June over a few weeks.
The tiny new crawlers feed along
the veins on the lower leaf surface,
molting and settling down while
producing a protective waxy cover.
They will feed on the underside
of the leaves on phloem/sap through
the fall and winter.
Excess sap is excreted as honeydew, upon which grows the dark
sooty mold.
There is one generation each year.
By the way, you may notice some
black lady beetles with red dots.
These are Hyperaspis lady beetles
that specialize on feeding within the
egg sacs of Pulvinaria scales.
These beneficials are commonly
seen in May/June, so spraying now
(and in the fall) should have no effect
upon them.
Insecticides are most effective in
June/July, targeting newly hatched
crawlers.
Applying contact sprays, such as
horticultural oil spray (at the summer rate, 2 percent), insecticidal
soap, neem oil (Azadirachtin), and
pyrethroids now can knock back the
scale insects but will not eliminate
them.
Be dutiful to read and follow
the label directions if using these
products, paying special attention to
heat and sun exposure warnings (for
example, do not spray oil when temperatures are above 85 degrees F).
Take care to target the undersides
of the foliage where the crawlers are
located, as well as inner foliage.
Because these contact sprays
must directly cover each scale, and
because their waxy cover protects
them, the population will not be
eliminated — just knocked down
using oil (or insecticidal soap, or
neem).
Also, due to the extended period
of egg hatch, two or more applications of contact insecticides may be
necessary.
Note that the oil will also wash
off a lot of the sooty mold
Cottony camellia scale control
can also be controlled with synthetic
pyrethroids and systemic neonicotinoids (imidacloprid, dinotefuran,
thiamethoxam, acetamiprid, etc –
see label). Neonics are OK to spray
now, since hollies are not in bloom
(as per the label).
In the late fall (mid-October-November) a second application can
be applied with a dormant rate of

horticultural oil to further reduce the
scale population. Prune out heavily
damaged portions of the hollies.
Q. I grow perennials and sell cut
flowers. My ‘Goldstrurm’ Rudbeckia is looking like it has a disease. I
know it was rainy, and I’m constantly watering in this heat, but the leaf
spots seem to be getting worse, not
better. What is it? (G.O., Southern
Maryland)
A. From the you photo you attached (below), I’d guess the problem on your
Rudbeckias is
Septoria leaf
spot, a common fungal
disease of
Rudbeckia —
and especially
common on
“Goldsturm.”
Symptoms
Rudbeckia leaf spot
of Septoria
(Septoria rudbeckiae) appear first as
small dark spots/lesions around an
eighth-inch) on the lower leaves.
Infections progress when leaves
stay wet, through rain or overhead
irrigation.
Over time, the spots coalesce
and progress upwards on the plant
to newer growth through splashing
water.
The good news is that that although damage can be quite notice-

able, the flowers are not affected.
Manage this disease first with
cultural practices:
Reducing drought stress and nutritional stress; avoid late afternoon/
evening overhead irrigation; space
plants to allow drying air circulation; Sanitation — remove old/dead
foliage/plants, since the fungus overwinters in infected plant residue.
In the future, consider another
non-susceptible Rudbeckia cultivar (for example, it is reported that
‘Glitters Like Gold’, an improved
selection of ‘Goldstrum’ is resistant
to Septoria leaf spot. ‘American
Gold Rush’ is considered to be tolerant). Rotate this current planting bed
for two years with a non-susceptible
crop.
Control any susceptible weeds,
especially those in the nightshade
family, since Septoria usually overwinters on dead foliage of common
garden weeds.
Treat damaged plants with protective fungicides containing chlorothalonil, copper, Mancozeb, or strobilurins at regular intervals.
Commercial products that are effective include strobilurins (Insignia,
Heritage), or mancozeb (Protect DF,
Dithane, etc.)
Read the label for details, including number of sprays required
according to weather conditions.
Remember, damaged foliage will
not recover — nor will spots disappear — but new growth should be

ProducePackaging.com®
for all your produce packaging needs
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clear of disease.
Also be aware that both angular leaf spot (bacterial) and downy
mildew also have similar symptoms
(although control is similar).
Send a photo/sample to the University of Maryland diagnostic lab
for confirmation.
(Disclaimer: The information presented
in this column serve as guidelines only, and
may contain cultural and pesticide recommendations that are subject to change at
any time. Any pesticides mentioned are recommended only if they are registered with
the Environmental Protection Agency and
the state Department of Agriculture. It is the
pesticide applicator’s responsibility by law
to read and follow all label directions for
the specific product being used. Due to constantly changing labels and product registrations, if any information herein disagrees
with the label, the recommendations must
be disregarded. If a registration is changed
or cancelled, any products mentioned are
no longer recommended. Before you apply
any pesticide, fungicide, or herbicide,
check with your state or county Extension
agent for the latest information. The USER
is responsible for using products that are
registered for use on specific crops in their
own state, and for using products according
to label directions. If any information presented in this column is inconsistent with the
product label, follow the label instructions.
Always consult the product label for rates
and crops listed. The use of brand names
and any mention or listing of commercial
products or services in this column does not
imply endorsement by Landscape IPM Enterprises, and absence of a labeled product
does not imply ineffectiveness nor discrimination again0st similar products or services
not mentioned. Landscape IPM Enterprises
assumes no liability from the use of these
recommendations.)
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Flower humidity acts as invisible attractor for bumblebees
BRISTOL, England — Along with
bright colors and subtle scents, flowers
possess many invisible ways of attracting their pollinators, and a new study
shows that bumblebees may use the
humidity of a flower to tell them about
the presence of nectar, according to
scientists at the Universities of Bristol
and Exeter.
This new research has shown that
bumblebees are able to accurately detect and choose between flowers that
have different levels of humidity next
to the surface of the flower.
The study, published in the Journal
of Experimental Biology, showed that
bees could be trained to differentiate

between two types of artificial flower
with different levels of humidity, if
only one of the types of flower provided
the bee with a reward of sugar water.
To make sure that the artificial flowers mimicked the humidity patterns
seen in real flowers, the researchers
built a robotic sensor that was able to
accurately measure the shape of the
humidity patterning.
Dr. Michael Harrap carried out the
research whilst based at the University
of Bristol’s School of Biological Sciences and is lead author of the study. He
said: “We know that different species
of plants produce flowers that have distinct patterns of humidity, which differ

from the surrounding air. Knowing
that bees might use these patterns to
help them find food shows that flowers
have evolved a huge variety of different ways of attracting pollinators, that
make use of all the pollinators’ senses.”
“Our study shows that bumblebees
not only use this sensory information to
make choices about how they behave,
but are also capable of learning to distinguish between humidity patterns
in a similar way to how they learn to
recognize the color or smell of a flower,” said Natalie Hempel de Ibarra,
associate professor at the University of
Exeter’s School of Psychology.
Dr. Sean Rands, senior lecturer in

SLF ...

It secretes “honeydew,” a sticky,
sugary substance that not only promotes the growth of sooty mold and
prevents photosynthesis, but attracts
stinging insects. It’s an unsightly nuisance.
“They produce a lot of honeydew,”
Shurtleff said. “It shoots out the back
end of the insect.”
SLF has four life stages. The tan
eggs, laid from September until frost,
are covered with a grey waxy coating.
Eggs hatch from late April to early

May, into tiny, white-spotted, angular
black nymphs which begin feeding
by sucking the juice from host plants.
As they grow older, nymphs molt and
become bright red and black with white
spots.
Adults first appear around mid-July
to feed, mate, and lay eggs. Adults are
large, about an inch long. They are
strikingly colored insects with grayish
spotted front wings and red, white, and
black patterned hind wings.
The body is yellow and black band-

ed. “We are already seeing this fourth
instar in Maryland,” Shurtleff said.
Shurtleff discussed two methods of
biocontrol — insects and fungi.
Three insects are being studied.
Two are egg parasitoids.
Ooencyrtus kuvanae, was introduced from Asia in 1908 as a gypsy
moth egg parasitoid. It affects 7 percent
of egg masses and 20 percent of the
eggs within the mass. This parasitoid
is here, but not specific to SLF.
Anastatus orientalis is an egg parasitoid from northern China. It is effective on 30 percent of eggs masses and
40 percent of the eggs within.
Research is ongoing, Shurtleff said,
but it is possible that the parasitoid
might affect non-targets also.
A third insect is Dryinus spp., an
ecto-parasitoid which affects second
and third instar stages. Up to 40-percent parasitism has been reported in
literature. Research is ongoing with
two types of fungi that cause disease
in insects but are harmless to humans.
Bauveria bassiana is a naturally
occurring soil fungus found worldwide
and widely used as a biopesticide.
Some strains are widely toxic to many
insects.
There is relatively little information
available on Batkoa major, the socalled “zombie fungus.”
If you see a suspect insect, trap or
photograph it and contact Maryland
Department of Agriculture at DontBug.
MD@maryland.gov.
Contrary to a poster declaring SLF
“Wanted Dead or Alive,” MDA wants
only dead specimens of any stage,
which can be mailed or delivered to:
Maryland Department of Agriculture
Plant Protection & Weed Management
50 Harry S. Truman Parkway Annapolis, MD 21401.

told producers in a recent newsletter.
“It’s a great publicity and exposure for
your farm, it’s a proud tradition of the
VCTGA and its lots of fun.”
O’Keefe spoke to some of the reasons people give for not entering the
contest.
One is not having a tree big enough
to take to Virginia’s governor, the honor
bestowed on the winner.
O’Keefe said the occasion will find
a big tree for the winner to take to
Richmond but will let the winner have
the credit and publicity.

Trees entered in the competition
must be between six and eight feet tall.
Another misconception is that the
tree has to be a Fraser fir and some
producers do not grow them. Pines and
spruces have been recent winners.
There are four classes in the competition.
They are for all firs; all pines; all
spruces; and all other species.
The wreath competition is another
popular part of the convention and
interest seems to be growing in it. This
contest seems to be growing.

The two categories of wreaths are
undecorated and decorated.
They must be made of Virginia
grown Christmas tree evergreens and
12 inches in diameter.
A highlight of Friday evening will
be the Scholarship Auction with Danny
Neel as auctioneer.
He makes it fun while helping raise
money for the association’s scholarship
program.
These are awarded annually to college students majoring in horticulture
or forestry.

Continued from Page 3

Washington County east, as well as
Montgomery, Prince George’s, Anne
Arundel, Calvert, Queen Annie’s and
Worcester.
“We are working with USDA on
treatment plans,” Shurtleff said.
The insect itself has limited mobility; its spread is attributed to human-assisted travel on vehicles and materials
being moved.
The SLF’s preferred host is Ailanthus altissima (tree of heaven), which
is also an invasive species from China.
SLF also affects other trees from almond to willow, including apple, cherry, hickory, maple, oak, peach, pine,
plum, poplar, sycamore and walnut, as
well as grape vines and hops.
Research into host suitability is
being done on several plants, including
tree of heaven, Chinaberry, Virginia
creeper, tulip poplar, hops, black walnuts, butternut, weeping willow and
silver maple.
Females do not need tree of heaven
to feed on in order to reproduce, but do
generally wander back to this species
to lay egg masses, usually containing
30 to 50 eggs, starting in September.
However, they will lay eggs on
anything flat and relatively smooth,
including rusty barrels and toys, Shurtleff said.
Egg masses that are not laid on tree
of heaven do not do as well, Shurtleff
noted. He recommended that growers
get rid of tree of heaven if they can.
As it feeds, SLF weakens plants, affects fruit palatability and causes major
losses in future production.

Meet ...
Continued from Page 2

pest control.
The Best Tree Contest at the annual
convention has been a tradition for
many years. This year Robert O’Keefe
of Rifton Tree Farm who organizes the
event is urging tree growers to b ring
their best trees.
“You should enter the contest,” he

the University of Bristol’s School of
Biological Sciences, added: “If humidity patterns are important for attracting
pollinators, they are likely to be one of
several different signals (such as color,
scent and pattern) that a flower is using
at the same time, and could help the bee
to identify and handle the flower more
efficiently.
“The effectiveness of humidity patterns may depend upon the humidity
of the environment around the flower;
climate change may affect this environmental humidity, which in turn could
have a negative effect on a visiting bee
because the effectiveness of the humidity pattern will be altered.”

SLF has been confirmed in the Maryland counties of Harford and Washington and
small populations were found this year in Kent and Baltimore counties. Confirmed
sightings have been reported in all northern counties from Washington County
east, as well as in Montgomery, Prince George’s, Anne Arundel, Calvert, Queen Annie’s and Worcester counties.
Photo courtesy Heather Leach

Jentz ...
Continued from Page 4

Look at your account analytics
and choose.
Then for your other social media
accounts, maintain a presence on
them by re-sharing posts through to
them.
This isn’t optimal, but it is better
than nothing!
So when you post to Instagram,
click on the sharing button so it goes
through to your Facebook and Twitter as well.
Next, set a posting schedule. You
could commit to an Instagram post
every weekday and a weekly longer
Facebook post or you could do one
post each weekday to a different
account.
For example, Monday is LinkedIn, Tuesday is YouTube, etc.
You can also put a time limit on
how much social media you do each
day.
Say 15 or 30 minutes in the morning and again in the evening.
Don’t get caught in endless scrolling.
Prioritize those who have liked
and commented on your posts first,
then interact with other posts sharing
a tip or compliment on a colleague or
customers postings.
Take social media breaks where
you do not have your phone or laptop
anywhere around.
For example, you might choose
Sunday to be a social media free
day and let your family, friends, and
colleagues know that so that they can
honor your boundaries.
Automate what you can.
You can use an app like HootSuite
to schedule in posts and to repeat a
few evergreen messages.
These can be set up once a month
or so and batched together in one
writing session.
Be sure to follow up though to
make sure they are posting as you
had intended and to check you any
responses and comments that they
had.
Finally, think about hiring out
some of your social media load.
You might have someone help you
with the automation and checking
certain social media platforms, while
you maintain others or you can have
someone do the entire online marketing plan and execution for you.
This summer is a good time to
evaluate and think about tweaking your social media strategies to
ensure you don’t suffer burnout and
can still deliver quality content.
(Editor’s note: Kathy Jentz is
the editor/publisher of Washington
Gardener Magazine, the publication
for Mid-Atlantic home gardeners.
She can be reached at KathyJentz@
gmail.com.)

Be sure to ‘like’
The Delmarva Farmer
on Facebook!
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MARBIDCO partners with commercial lenders to
offer low-interest loans to young and beginning
farmers and other rural businesses looking to
expand or diversify their operations. Contact your
local bank, farm credit association, or call us directly at 410-2676807 for more information about our financing programs.

1-800-634-5021
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Specialists
Irrigation
since
1973!
SpecialistsininDrip
Drip
Irrigation
since
1973!

800-672-4700
800-672-4700

Ready to GROW and EXPAND your
operation? We’re here to help!

United We Stand with
America’s Farm Families

START
OFFWORKING
RIGHT
IS YOUR LENDER
AS HARD
We’re Here To Help When You Need Us.

3550 Chambersburg Road
3550 Chambersburg
Biglerville,
PA 17307 Road
Biglerville,
PA 17307
717-337-3030
Fax 717-337-1785

717-337-3030
Fax 717-337-1785
Check us out on the web
at www.trickl-eez.com
Check*Sprinkler
us out on the
web
at
www.trickl-eez.com
and Drip Irrigation*

*Sprinkler and Drip Irrigation*

FOR
YOUR
OPERATION
AS
YOU
DO?
AG
LOANS
In the
Business
of
YOU.
with
aLAND
loan
from
FFB.
Give
Us AA @
Call888.398.4119
888.398.4119
Us
888.398.4119
Call
@ 888.398.4119
Give UsGive
A Call
Farmer Mac

Farmer
Mac
Farmer
Preferred
Lender
888.398.4119
www.ffb1.com
Approved
Lender FSA
Farmer
Mac
FSA
www.ffb1.com
Preferred
Lender
Preferred
Lender
www.ffb1.com
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Mac
Approved
Lender
Approved
Lender
888.398.4119
www.ffb1.com
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Preferred
Lender
www.ffb1.com
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USA
Gypsum®
Quality Products & Service
Since 1998

•Damp for lime / litter spreaders
•Granular for fertilizer spreaders
•Pelleted free flowing fast acting
•Bedding additive / conditioners
•Grip X anti-skid barn dry
•Organic Approved Products

Bags, Super sacks & bulk

717-335-0379 / Denver PA
www.usagypsum.com

American Farm

Need a new barn this spring?
Contact the lenders
with Fixed Rates!
Publications

Delmarva Farmer
New Jersey Farmer
Mid-Atantic Grower

Farmer Mac
Approved Lender
FSA Preferred Lender

888.398.4119 • www.ffb1.com
Member FDIC | Equal Housing Lender

This space available!!
Call Emily and add
your information
here for only $40 per
month!!

Maryland Agricultural and Resource-Based Industry
Development Corporation
MARBIDCO partners with commercial lenders to
offer low-interest loans to young and beginning
farmers and other rural businesses looking to
expand or diversify their operations. Contact your
local bank, farm credit association, or call us directly at 410-2676807 for more information about our financing programs.

800-634-5021

www.marbidco.org (Office) 410-267-6807 (Fax) 410-267-6809

Call Emily today and add your information here for only
American Farm
space available!!
$40 per month!! This
800-634-5021
Call Emily and add
Publications
emily@americanfarm.com
Delmarva Farmer
New Jersey Farmer

your information
here for only $40 per
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